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Reversible control of charge transport and magnetic properties without degradation is a key for device
applications of transition metal oxides. Chemical doping during the growth of transition metal oxides can
result in large changes in physical properties, but in most of the cases irreversibility is an inevitable
constraint. Here we report a reversible control of charge transport, metal-insulator crossover and
magnetism in field-effect devices based on ionically gated archetypal oxide system - SrRuO3. In these
thin-film devices, the metal-insulator crossover temperature and the onset of magnetoresistance can be
continuously and reversibly tuned in the range 90–250 K and 70–100 K, respectively, by application of a
small gate voltage. We infer that a reversible diffusion of oxygen ions in the oxide lattice dominates the
response of these materials to the gate electric field. These findings provide critical insights into both the
understanding of ionically gated oxides and the development of novel applications.

S
trongly correlated transition metal oxides are known for their rich physics, including ferromagnetism (FM),
metal-insulator transition (MIT), high-temperature superconductivity, colossal magnetoresistance and
multiferroicity1–3. Achieving control over these phenomena is one of the most pursued goals in condensed

matter physics and materials science4,5. Recently, ionic liquid (IL) gating of organic semiconductors and inorganic
oxides has been used to induce high densities of charge carriers (over 1014 cm22) in these materials by an external
electric field4,6–11. However, the mechanism of IL gating in transition metal oxides is still unclear, with the
electrostatic and electrochemical doping mechanisms debated7–13. For instance, there are conflicting interpreta-
tions of IL gating effect on the metal-insulator transition in VO2. Nakano et al. interpreted gating induced
modulations of metal-insulator transition as originated from the electrostatically induced surface charge accu-
mulation that mediates bulk structural phase transformation over a macroscopic length scale10. On the contrary,
Jeong et al. argued that IL gating leads to electrochemical doping, in which oxygen vacancies are created or
annihilated in VO2

11. Indeed, when a gate voltage of a few volts is applied to the ionic liquid, electric field
generated at the IL-VO2 interface can be sufficiently high to force oxygen ions to drift in or out of the oxide.
Depending on the physical properties of a particular oxide and the experimental conditions, either of these
mechanisms could be relevant, or a combination of two may govern the field-induced phenomena in ionically
gated oxides.

SrRuO3 (SRO) is the most popular strongly correlated conducting oxide, with a FM transition temperature
(TFM) of ,160 K, that can be seamlessly integrated with other oxides in oxide heterostructure electronics14,15. In
addition, SRO is well known among oxides for the very high stability of its oxidative state (see [14-16] and refs.
therein). Modifications of magnetic and transport properties of (ungated) SRO thin films were demonstrated by
varying film thickness, partial pressure of O2 during the film growth and chemical doping15–18. For instance, lower
TFM were observed in SRO films grown under low oxygen partial pressure, which can be explained by the presence
of oxygen vacancies16. When oxygen vacancies are created, the average SRO unit cell volume increases, because
the structure is relaxed by losing the bonding. Consequently, the orbital overlap between the ruthenium d-orbitals
and oxygen p-orbitals is reduced, leading to a smaller density of states at the Fermi level and a lower ferromagnetic
transition temperature relatively to TFM of the stoichiometric SRO. Metal-insulator crossover in (ungated) SRO
has also been reported, with a metallic state (dr/dT . 0) gradually transforming into an insulating one (dr/dT ,

0). The metal-insulator crossover temperature, TMI, increases, when the film thickness is reduced or the level of
chemical impurities increases15,18. It is believed that TMI in this system is strongly affected by disorder. For
instance, in SrTixRu1-xO3, increasing x induces a weak localization that eventually drives the system into an
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insulating state with a Mott-type variable range hopping transport - a
behavior governed by a combination of disorder and electron
correlations18.

Here we investigate the effect of electric field gating on charge
transport and magnetic properties of SRO films by using ionically
gated devices that utilize the recently developed facile ‘‘cut and stick’’
semi-solid ion gels (IG)19. This new method has substantially
improved the mechanical integrity of ionically gated devices and
allowed us for the first time to observe modulations of the metal-
insulator crossover and ferromagnetism in SRO with a gate voltage.

Results
Ionically gated 10-monolayer (4 nm-thick) SRO films. The configu-
ration of our ionically gated SRO devices is shown in Fig. 1 (for
fabrication details see Methods). In brief, a few monolayer (ML)-
thick SRO thin films were grown on single-crystal SrTiO3 substrates
by a pulsed laser deposition (PLD). Atomic force microscopy (AFM)
reveals that the surface of these few nm-thick SRO films is smooth,
with atomic terraces of the underlying strontium titanate substrate
clearly visible. Source and drain contacts were deposited on SRO by
sputtering Au through a shadow mask, and a 10 mm-thick film of ion
gel was attached on top of the sample, covering the area between the
contacts (the channel). Flexible Au gate was then attached on top of
the ion gel. Figure 1 also shows SRO crystal structure and the
chemical structure of the ion gel. The cations and anions of the gel
([EMI]1 and [TFSA]2, respectively) are caged in a neutral polymer
matrix, resulting in a semi-solid, easy-to-handle gel that makes
device fabrication convenient and provides an effective capacitance
of 4 mF?cm22, comparable to that of the best ILs19.

To investigate the electric field effect in SRO, we have first mea-
sured the source-drain current, ISD, while sweeping the gate voltage,
VG, in close loops between 22 and 2 V starting at VG 5 0 and at a
VG-sweep rate of 0.25 mV?s21 (5 mV steps in 20 s intervals). Room
temperature ISD(VG) characteristics exhibit a pronounced hysteresis,
as shown in Fig. 2a. The sample’s initial sheet resistivity per square, r,
(that is, r before gating) is 800 V. With increasing gate voltage, ISD

increases superlinearly with a threshold-like onset (sec. 1 of

Supplementary Information)12, resulting in a more conducting state
that persists even when VG is reduced back to 0. A further decrease of
VG to 22 V results in the original more resistive state of the sample
with r < 800 V. Additional tests reveal that resistivity modulations
with VG are persistent, as long as the devices are kept in high vacuum,
but quickly decay if the ion gel is removed and SRO is exposed to air
(sec. 2 and 3 of Supplementary Information). This behavior is con-
sistent with redox reactions at the ion-gel/SRO interface.

The ionic gate ‘‘leakage’’ current (that is, an electrolytic displace-
ment current), IG, recorded during these measurements was about
1028 A, which is negligible compared to the induced modulations in
ISD in the entire VG sweep range (dISD/IG . 103). This clearly shows
that the source-drain conductance modulation in our devices is not
an artifact of the gate leakage. It is worth noting that water related
impurities in ionic liquids may lead to artifacts in measurements of
IL/oxide devices, as pointed out recently20,21. To prevent such effects,
all the measurements in this work have been carried out in a ‘‘dry’’
state of ion-gel/SRO devices in high vacuum (sec. 4 of Supplementary
Information, Methods). In addition, control experiments with ion-
gel gated devices based on other (non-oxide) materials (single crys-
tals of rubrene and WSe2) have been carried out (sec. 5 and 9 of
Supplementary Information). These control tests indicate that the
effects observed in our ion-gel/SRO are not related to water contam-
ination. The main contribution to the displacement current, IG,
comes from the motion of the molecular ions ([EMI]1 and
[TFSA]2) of the ion gel in response to an applied VG (the so-called
polarization of ionic liquids)19. This response is very fast: the capa-
citance (,4 mF?cm22) of the ion gel remains almost frequency inde-
pendent up to 100 kHz19. The reason the displacement process
contributing to IG in the lower panel of Fig. 2a does not seem to
saturate is that VG in this measurement is constantly changing (in
a slow sweep), thus causing the ion gel polarization to follow VG with
a similar rate.

Figure 2b shows the temperature dependence of resistivity mea-
sured at several fixed values of VG 5 0, 2.2 and 22.2 V, that is, at the
states marked by the three colored symbols on the room-temperature
hysteresis loop (Fig. 2a). VG was always applied at room temperature
before measuring r(T). The normalized sheet resistivity, r/r260K,
plotted as a function of T clearly shows a shift of TMI with VG. TMI

is defined as the temperature, at which resistivity reaches the min-
imum, dr/dT 5 0 (see also Supplementary Fig. S6). At VG . 0, SRO
film becomes more conducting with a lower TMI (red curve), com-
pared to the state at zero gate voltage. At VG 5 2 2.2 V, r(T)
dependence of the sample resembles that at VG 5 0 (green and black
curves), consistent with the hysteresis in ISD(VG) measurements in
Fig. 2a. The inset in Fig. 2b shows TMI as a function of VG obtained
from a series of r(T) measurements at different VG values. It is clear
that the metal-insulator crossover temperature can be tuned in a
wide range of 50 , TMI , 120 K by application of a small gate
voltage, 22.2 , VG , 2.2 V. In addition, modulations of r with
VG are quantitatively and qualitatively different on the insulating
and metallic sides of the crossover (sec. 6 of Supplementary
Information). We have systematically observed the effect of gating
on the metal-insulator crossover in our 6 ML and 10 ML SRO sam-
ples. It’s worth noting that we have not detected any kink in r(T) in
our as-grown SRO samples before applying ion gel (sec. 7 of
Supplementary Information). A kink in r(T) is believed to be assoc-
iated with a ferromagnetic transition in the magnetic structure of
SRO15,17. Nevertheless, our magnetization measurements, M(T),
clearly show a ferromagnetic transition in our SRO films with the
FM onset temperature, TFM , 100 K (sec. 8 of Supplementary
Information). We believe the insulating state observed in r(T) below
TMI and the absence of the kink in the resistivity measurements in
our samples are related to disorder.

Figure 2c shows the magnetoresistance (MR) that we define as
Dr/r ; (rB?0 - rB50)/rB50. It is measured in a 10 ML SRO film

Figure 1 | Ion-gel gated SrRuO3 (SRO) thin film transistors. (a) SrRuO3

has an orthorhombic structure with Ru inside the octahedral cage of six

oxygen atoms. (b) Optical microphotograph of an ion-gel gated SRO

device (before gate lamination) with an inset showing AFM image of a

4 nm-thick (10-monolayer) SRO grown at TiO2-terminated single-crystal

SrTiO3 substrate. The topography clearly shows a smooth film that

continuously coats the substrate terraces without a detrimental 3D growth.

(c) Schematics of the ion-gel gated SRO transistor. S, D and G denote the

source, drain and gate electrodes, respectively. The gate is formed by

laminating a metalized 2.5 mm-thick Mylar film on top of the ion gel. (d)

Chemical structure of the ion gel components used in this study.

www.nature.com/scientificreports
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at various temperatures and fixed VG 5 0 (ungated device) and VSD

5 0.1 V. The MR is negative, and at 25 K it clearly shows a hysteresis
with minima at the field of magnetic coercivity, HC , 1 kOe (black
curve). On warming, the hysteresis and MR both reduce. Figure 2d
shows the MR measured at B 5 0.5 T as a function of temperature at
the following sequence of gate voltages: VG 5 0, 2, 22, 0, 1.5, 22.2
and 2.2 V. With positive gate voltage, the MR curves systematically
shift toward lower temperatures (magenta, brown and red symbols).
However, when a negative VG is applied (green stars), the system
returns to the initial state corresponding to VG 5 0 (blue diamonds
and black squares). Note that since the field effect in this system
depends on VG and the gating history, the absolute value of the
compensating gate voltage or stressing time have to be adjusted in
order to bring the system back to the initial state. The inset is a semi-
log plot of the same MR(T) data. Here, we can define the so-called
onset of magnetoresistance, characterized by the temperature, TC, at
which Dr/r drops below 0.01%, as indicated in the inset by the red
arrows. Below this value, MR is very difficult to determine accurately.
TC defined in such a way is consistent with the ferromagnetic
transition temperature, TFM, obtained from the magnetization mea-
surements (sec. 8 of Supplementary Information). Note that it has
been reported that TFM in (ungated) SRO can be modified by chem-
ical doping at Ru site with various transition metals, and the onset
temperature of MR consistently followed the change in TFM

17. This

suggests that electrical measurements (that is, magnetoresistance and
its onset at TC) can be used to (indirectly) identify the ferromagnetic
phase transition and its temperature TFM. The onset of magnetore-
sistance in our SRO devices can be systematically shifted between
about 70 and 100 K by applying a small gate voltage of jVGj# 2.2 V
to the ion gel.

Ionically gated 6-monolayer SRO films. It has been previously
observed that resistivity and the metal-insulator crossover in
(ungated) SRO thin films strongly depend on the film thickness:
with a decreasing number of layers, r and TMI both increase15.
Furthermore, it has been shown that when the film thickness is
reduced to 4-5 MLs, the sample’s resistivity can increase by more
than 8 orders of magnitude, compared to thicker samples, and it
becomes insulating in the entire accessible temperature range, T ,

300 K15. In order to verify that similar thickness-dependent effects
take place in our gated SRO devices, we have performed transport
measurements in a device based on a thinner (6 ML) film (Fig. 3).
r(T, VG) of the 6 ML SRO device shows that the film is about 3 times
more resistive than the 10 ML device (zero-VG sheet resistivity is
2.4 kV at 270 K), and its TMI (,210 K) is twice as high as that of
the 10 ML sample. The shift of TMI to a higher temperature is related
to a greater disorder typical for thinner films. Indeed, in very thin
films, disorder related to defects, twin domains and FM domain

Figure 2 | Charge transport and magnetic properties of ionically gated 10-monolayer SrRuO3. (a) Gate voltage dependence of the source-drain current

(top) and gate leakage current (bottom) at room temperature (VG sweep rate is 0.25 mV?s21). (b) Resistivity as a function of temperature measured at VG

5 0, 2.2, and 22.2 V. TMI (arrows) shifts to lower temperatures with positive VG applied to the ion gel. The inset shows TMI as a function of VG obtained in

the following gating sequence: VG 5 0, 2, 22, 0, 1.5, 22.2 and 2.2 V. (c) Magnetic field dependence of magnetoresistance (Dr/r) at various temperatures

and VG 5 0, VSD 5 0.1 V. Magnetic field of up to 6 0.5 T was applied perpendicular to the film surface. (d) Temperature dependence of

magnetoresistance, Dr/r(T), obtained in 0.5 T at various VG. The systematic shift of the magnetoresistance onset toward lower temperatures is observed

for VG . 0, while the changes at VG , 0 are negligible. The inset shows a semi-log plot of the same data. The magnetoresistance onset temperature, TC, is

defined as the temperature, at which -Dr/r drops below 0.01% (red arrows).

www.nature.com/scientificreports
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boundaries is more critical, leading to a stronger charge carrier
localization. r(T) of the 6 ML device was measured at different
gate voltages following the sequence: VG 5 0 (black), 2.5 (red),
22.5 (green) and 3 V (magenta). The slope of r(T) indicates that
the behavior of the device at VG 5 3 V is metallic in a wide
temperature range T . 90 K (magenta). However, at VG 5

22.5 V, the behavior is insulating in the entire temperature range
(green). At the lowest temperature in our measurements (here,
30 K), the sample’s resistivity is modulated with VG by more than
a factor of 3. The inset shows the normalized resistivity vs. T: the
arrows indicate TMI at various gate voltages. It is obvious that TMI is
strongly affected by gating - it changes by more than 150 K with VG

varied from 22.5 to 3 V. The drastic changes in r(T) dependence,
including the absolute value of r and the metal-insulator crossover
temperature shown in Fig. 3, clearly indicate that the ion-gel gating
allows us to control the metal-insulator crossover in SRO. Note that

the modulation of these properties with VG is noticeably stronger in
the thinner (more insulating) sample.

VG sweep rate dependence of the field effect in ionically gated SRO
devices. In this work, we have demonstrated a control of the
resistivity, the metal-insulator crossover and the onset of magnetore-
sistance in thin films of a strongly correlated oxide, SrRuO3, achieved
in ionically gated field-effect devices. Magnetism in SRO has been
interpreted as a Stoner-type itinerant ferromagnetism with the
ferromagnetic transition temperature strongly affected by the den-
sity of states at the Fermi level and electron-electron interactions14.
Thus, magnetism in SRO can be influenced by adding or removing
charge carriers via an electric field effect. In addition, removing
oxygen from SRO (that is, generating oxygen vacancies) can
reduce the hybridization strength between d-orbitals of ruthenium
and p-orbitals of oxygen, leading to a reduced density of states at the
Fermi level. Therefore, modulations of TC and TMI observed in this
study can, in principle, be explained by either an electrostatic carrier
accumulation or an electrochemical doping (generation of oxygen
vacancies). Indeed, when a positive gate voltage is applied to the ion
gel, electrons should be electrostatically accumulated in the inter-
facial layer(s) of SRO, leading to an enhancement of conductivity.
Removal of oxygen from transition metal oxides is typically
equivalent to an electron doping, and an enhancement of conduc-
tivity can also be expected in oxygen deficient samples. Note that an
increased conductivity was observed in (ungated) oxygen deficient
SRO16. Other physical properties of transition metal oxides can also
drastically change with oxidative state of the system22.

In order to understand which of the above two mechanisms plays
the dominant role in the reversible tuning of the metal-insulator
crossover and magnetoresistance in our ionically gated SRO, we have
examined the VG-sweep rate dependence of the field effect in our
devices (Fig. 4a). Note that the systems dominated by fast electronic
carrier accumulation, for instance ZnO FETs, show largely VG-
sweep-rate independent characteristics23. Such dependence has been
found to play a major role in organic field-effect transistors (OFET)
based on certain disordered organic semiconductors24. In OFETs, it
has been found that the nominal mobility calculated from the slope
of transfer characteristics can vary by more than an order of mag-
nitude, depending on how fast VG is swept24. This effect was ascribed
to a gradual relaxation of the injected charge carriers in energetically
wide distribution of trap states in disordered organic films, and it

Figure 3 | Temperature dependence of resistivity of 6-monolayer SrRuO3

at different gate voltages. r(T) was measured in the following order: VG 5

0 (black), 2.5 (red), 22.5 (green), and 3 V (magenta). The inset shows the

normalized resistivity vs. temperature (the arrows indicate the metal-

insulator crossover temperature at different VG). TMI is reversibly

modulated in the range 90–250 K by applying a small gate voltage, | VG | #

3 V.

Figure 4 | r(VG) measurements in an ion-gel gated SRO transistor at different VG sweep rates. (a) r(VG) recorded at room temperature as VG is

increased at different rates, 0.17, 0.25, 0.5 and 1 mV?s21 (indicated), corresponding to the time constants of 30, 20, 10 and 5 s between the 5 mV

increments in VG, respectively. The inset shows the resultant dependence of the slope, dr/dVG, on the gate voltage sweep rate. (b) Illustration of the

mechanism of the electric field effect in ionically gated oxides. When VG . 0 is applied and the ion gel is polarized, negative [TFSA]2 ions accumulate near

the gate electrode, while positive [EMI]1 ions accumulate near the SrRuO3/ion-gel interface. A strong electric field generated in the top layers of the oxide

drives oxygen ions out of the oxide lattice, which is equivalent of generating oxygen vacancies (shown as ‘‘v’’). These vacancies are responsible for the

observed changes in the transport and magnetic properties of ionically gated SRO.

www.nature.com/scientificreports
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highlights the necessity of more careful data interpretation in OFETs.
In our ionically gated SRO, VG has been swept extremely slowly: in
5 mV increments with a time constant t 5 5–30 s per increment.
Figure 4a shows a normalized resistivity, r(VG)/r(VG 51.9V), mon-
itored as VG is swept at different sweep rates, dVG/dt 5 0.17, 0.25, 0.5
and 1 mV?s21 (not in this order), achieved by varying t while keep-
ing the voltage increment fixed at 5 mV. The inset shows the result-
ant dependence of the slope of resistivity, dr/dVG, on the VG-sweep
rate. The choice of the sweep rates is based on typical diffusion time
(10–100 min) of oxygen through a layer with thickness equal to the
screening length in SRO (,5 Å). It is clear that when the sample is
given more time to respond to the changing gate voltage, a greater
change in r occurs. The most striking observation, however, is an
extremely slow dynamics of the sample’s response: indeed, the time
constants in r(VG) measurement in the main panel of Fig. 4a are t 5
5, 10, 20 and 30 s (per 5 mV increment in VG). Even at the lowest VG-
sweep rate of 0.17 mV?s21, corresponding to the longest time con-
stant of 30 s, the effect is far from being saturated: jdr/dVGj is the
highest. This dynamics is much slower than that observed in
OFETs24,25. Such a remarkably slow process in an inorganic material
cannot be rationalized in terms of electronic carrier relaxation in trap
states in the FET’s accumulation channel. Indeed, charge carrier
mobilities in inorganic materials are typically much greater than
those in van der Waals organic semiconductors, and thus electronic
carrier relaxation is expected to occur much faster here than in
OFETs. Ionic motion in the ion gel can not account for such a slow
dynamics either: measurements of the capacitance of the ion gel used
in this work have shown that its capacitance (,4 mF?cm22) remains
almost frequency independent up to 100 kHz19.

VG sweep rate dependence in layered inorganic (non-oxide) semi-
conductor, WSe2. To exclude any remaining possibility that some
extremely slow ionic motion in the ion gel might have caused the
observed dynamics in our SRO devices, we have performed a control
experiment, in which we used a different (non-oxide) material:
layered transition metal dichalcogenide, WSe2. Conventional (non-
IL) high-mobility field effect transistors based on these layered
inorganic semiconductors were demonstrated as early as 200426.
The ionically gated devices were prepared on WSe2 following the
same protocol and using the same ion gel as on SRO, and the field
effect, r(VG), was measured at different VG-sweep rates at otherwise
similar conditions (sec. 9 of Supplementary Information). Remark-
ably, almost no VG-sweep rate dependence could be detected in these
devices (Fig. S9). This confirms that the slow dynamics observed in
the SRO transistors is indeed related to the oxygen motion in the
oxide. It’s important that the strong VG-sweep rate dependence in
SRO FETs is observed both at positive and negative VG (sec. 9 of
Supplementary Information). This indicates that accumulation of
either [TFSA]2 anions or [EMI]1 cations results in a slow, rate
dependent, reversible oxygen drift in the oxide.

Discussion
Several further control experiments lend an additional support to the
model of electrochemical oxygen vacancy creation/annihilation. We
have measured r(T) with VG applied at 220 K and compared it with
the case of VG applied at room temperature (sec. 10 of
Supplementary Information): this experiment clearly shows that
there is almost no gating effect and no TMI shift, when VG is applied
at low temperature. In a separate experiment, it was shown that the
strength and hysteresis of the field effect in ISD(VG) characteristics
measured at low temperatures are drastically reduced (sec. 11 of
Supplementary Information). In addition, performing measure-
ments of ion-gel/SRO devices in oxygen atmosphere results in a
much stronger suppression of conductivity (depletion) at a negative
VG (sec. 12 of Supplementary Information), consistent with the
observation in other oxides11,27. Finally, we have estimated the carrier

density expected in purely electrostatic charge accumulation model
(following the procedure described in [20]) and that in the electro-
chemical doping scenario (sec. 13 of Supplementary Information).
These calculations show that the electrochemical model describes the
operation of ion-gel/SRO devices much better. It is worth noting that
although a combination of electrostatic and electrochemical pro-
cesses has been suspected to govern the field effect in certain IL-gated
oxides, disentangling the relative contributions of these effects sim-
ply based on ISD(VG) loops measured at room temperature has been
difficult20,21,28.

The combination of experiments performed in this work leads to a
set of observations that are consistent with each other and strongly
suggest that the dominant mechanism of the field effect in ionically
gated SRO devices is an electric field induced migration of ionic
oxygen in SRO lattice (creation and annihilation of oxygen vacan-
cies). A positive gate voltage applied to the ion gel attracts the organic
anions to the gate electrode, while the organic cations are accumu-
lated near the interface with SRO (Fig. 4b). The electric field created
by the accumulated cations drives the oxygen ions from SRO toward
the ion gel, thus creating oxygen vacancies in the oxide. This effect is
reversible on changing the gate voltage polarity.

To conclude, we have achieved a gate controlled electrochemical
modulation of the metal-insulator crossover and the onset of mag-
netoresistance (associated with a ferromagnetism) in ion-gel gated
thin-film SRO. The temperature of the metal-insulator crossover can
be continuously and reversibly tuned in the range 90–250 K (in 6-
ML SRO) and 50–120 K (in 10-ML SRO) by applying a small gate
voltage, jVGj# 3 V. The magnetoresistance onset can also be revers-
ibly shifted by as much as 30 K. We have observed that modulations
of r with VG depend strongly on the gate voltage sweep rate, with
remarkably long time constants of tens of seconds, which can only be
consistent with a slow dynamics of ionic species (such as oxygen) in
the oxide lattice. We believe that the observed field effect on the
electronic properties of SRO is predominantly governed by the cre-
ation and annihilation of oxygen vacancies, rather than an electro-
static accumulation of electrons or holes in SRO. Given the
outstanding oxygen stability of SRO, demonstration of these effects
in this material indicates that oxygen drift in the lattice might be even
stronger in other ionically gated oxides. These fascinating switchable
effects in magnetism and the metal-insulator crossover in ionically
gated SRO help to improve our fundamental understanding of
strongly correlated oxides and may point to novel electronic applica-
tions based on these materials.

Methods
SRO thin film growth and device fabrication. 6 and 10 ML (a few nm-thick) SRO
thin films were grown on TiO2-terminated SrTiO3 substrates using a pulsed laser
deposition. For 10 ML SRO films, a pulsed KrF excimer laser with a power of
2 mJ?cm22, a repetition rate of 1 Hz and a pulse duration of 10 ns has been used to
ablate a target (99.9% SrRuO3, MTI Corp.) for 100 s in 50 mTorr of oxygen. The x-
ray scattering data for 10 and 70 ML SRO films suggest that our as-deposited samples
are slightly oxygen deficient (sec. 14 of Supplementary Information). For the 6 ML
samples, the same power and frequency were used for 86 sec in 80 mTorr of oxygen.
The film thickness was monitored in-situ using a reflection high-energy electron
diffraction (RHEED). 60 nm-thick Au source and drain contacts were deposited on
top of the SRO film using a dc magnetron sputtering through a shadow mask. ‘‘Cut
and stick’’ rubbery ion gel layer was placed on top of the SRO sample, overlapping
with the contacts. For the gate electrode, a 60 nm-thick gold film was sputtered at the
surface of a free-standing 2.5 mm-thick flexible Mylar sheet. The metallized Mylar
was then laminated on top of the ion gel (Au facing the gel), thus completing the
device fabrication (Fig. 1). The chemical structure of the ion gel used in this study is
shown in Fig. 1d. It consists of 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium, [EMI]1, and
bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl), [TFSA]2, - cations and anions, respectively, that are
caged in a matrix of poly(vinylidene fluoride-co-hexa-fluoropropylene), P(VDF-
HFP)19. Compared to ionic liquids, ion gels are semi-solid and do not flow, which
makes device fabrication convenient. It can be used in any configuration, because ions
are trapped in the polymer matrix. Furthermore, ion gels can be easily cut in any
shape with a razor blade and applied to any surface of interest, providing an effective
capacitance of ,4 mF?cm22, similar to that of the best ILs.

www.nature.com/scientificreports
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Electrical measurements. In order to minimize incorporation of water,
measurements have been carried out in ‘‘dry’’ conditions: (a) all the components of
our devices (SRO films and ion gel) were stored in a dry box, (b) they were exposed to
air only for a few minutes during lamination of ion gel on SRO, (c) the assembled
devices were quickly loaded into a high-vacuum chamber and pumped with a dry
pump to 1026 Torr, where they were kept for at least 3 h before measurements.

Electrical measurements were performed using Keithley source-meters K-2400
and electrometer K-6514 controlled by a LabView program. Advanced Research
Systems cryostat and GMW 5403 electromagnet were used for temperature variable
magneto-transport measurements. In T-variable measurements, VG was always
changed at room temperature, before the temperature cycling. In r(T) measurements,
temperature was slowly lowered below 300 K at a controlled rate of 4 K/min in the
cryostat while recording r(T). Measurements were performed in high vacuum
(1026 Torr). The dc magnetization was measured using a superconducting quantum
interference device magnetometer (Quantum Design magnetic property measure-
ment system).
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